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Z. Y. Zhang, H. Chen, B. C. Bolding, M. G. Lagally, ibid. 71, 3677 (1993 ment (8) , except in cases where cation-induced condensation may play a role (9) . In this report, we reproduce the results of two previous reports (7, 8) semiquantitatively by simple statistical-mechanical calculations that provide useful insight into how entropy and elastic energy compete to determine the observed supercoil structure. In addition, several experimentally testable predictions are made.
The energy (enthalpy) of deformation of the double helix (5) 
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ffl' '~~.p er length f attributable to supercoiling thus behaves as f/kBT = a X2/C, and the writhe per added linking is Wrf/ALk = aw plus a term on the order of X2 (13) . It is natural to use X rather than juj because we expect strong conformational changes for X > 1.
For X > 1, a simple calculation is feasible if one adopts as a starting point a local superhelical reference state, as suggested by both mechanical experiments with twisted wires and Monte Carlo simulations. The allimportant entropic contributions to f are calculated from Gaussian fluctuations around a regular solenoidal or plectonemic superhelix with an assumed pitch P and radius R. The optimal structure is then derived by miniimizingf with respect to superhelix type, P, and R (Fig. 1) .
The bend and twist energetic contributions to f are readily estimated from the curvature K = R/(P2 + R2), the constraint Tw -Lk -Wr, and the average supercoil writhe P = n sin y plectoneme Wr = ±.n(l -sin -y) solenoid (2) where y is the superhelix opening angle and n is the number of superhelical turns along the supercoil [ (7) is systematically lower because we neglect the random coil entropy.
the plane (sin y = 0). However, a bending contribution to the energy, 2rr2n2A/L, remains that is still positive and extensive, illustrating why twisted wire loops form plectonemes rather than solenoids. We show below that, although it is energetically costly, the solenoid state occurs when a twisted wire is subject to tension.
Any physical wire cannot collapse to less than its hard core radius, which for DNA in solution at biological ionic strengths (-140 mM Na+) is ro 0 2 nm (14) . Simulations by Vologodskii et al. (7) and experiments (3, 8) agree that plectoneme radii are much larger than ro until X exceeds 10. The central point of this report is that plectonemes swell as a result of thermal fluctuations; reducing R requires the suppression of fluctuations, which causes a loss of entropy.
This entropy loss may be estimated with the scaling ideas originally developed for the study of fluctuating membranes (15 The first two terms are the static bend and twist energies noted above, the third term is a sum of the entropic penalty incurred as either or both of R and P are reduced to zero, and the final term models the shortranged hard core interaction. The recent proposal (9) of salt-induced supercoil collapse could be modeled by including an attractive potential tail with the hard core. Because Tw = Lk -Wr, the excess twist is Q = wo +± P/(R2 + P2) (5) for the plectoneme and = woo ± P/(R2 + P2) / (6) for the solenoid. Given X, minimization of this free energy with respect to R and P yields the equilibrium structure. For small X, the equilibrium state has R = P = x, indicating an unsupercoiled conformation. As X is increased to X0 = 3.0 (with numerical constants as in Eq. 4), the equilibrium state jumps to that of a plectonemic superhelix with finite R and P, as observed experimentally and in simulations (17) (Fig. 1) . Because a polymer is one dimensional, we expect that the sharp transition with increasing X between the unsupercoiled state and the plectoneme is smoothed out by thermal fluctuations. Our results lie systematically above the Monte Carlo results (7) because Eq. 4 does not include random coil entropy of order -kBT/A. The absolute scale and the variation of the plectoneme parameters with a observed experimentally (8) are described well by our model (Fig.  2) confinement determines supercoil size. For X >> 1, simple scaling laws for all quantities can be derived from Eq. 4. The plectoneme free energy grows as flkBT % X/C, which is much less at large X than that of the solenoid, f/kBT X2/C. This difference explains why the plectonemic coil is the stable state for X > 1. The plectoneme radius and pitch scale as R = C/X3'2 and P = C/X. This scaling behavior is cut off for small X z 1 by strong corrections from random coil fluctuations and at high X by the hard core interactions. The large-X cutoff thus occurs for R = ro, or for X = (C/ro)'/3 = 10, and causes the uptum in the plectoneme free energy (Fig. 1) . Similar scaling laws have been experimentally determined [R and P = 1/X (3)1, and our model provides a framework for understanding their origin.
Plectonemic supercoils have a branched structure (8), and they can be considered to be "living" branched polymers (18). We can roughly estimate the distance between branches for X > 1 by noting that the free energy required to create a "Y" branch point is that needed to create a random-coil region of length i, which is~kBTX, a behavior that has been observed in simulations (7) . If the interbranch distance X is much larger than P. the entropy per branch will scale as kB log X/P, and thus, balancing energy cost with entropic gain, we expect X (C/X)exp(yX), where -y is a constant of order unity. By taking y = 1 and moderate X = 5, we have X 2000 nm, compatible with simulation results (7) .
A plectonemic supercoil brings into proximity sites separated by many base pairs along a DNA loop, so it is natural to suppose that the slithering or conveyor belt-like motion of DNA through the supercoil increases the rate of protein-mediated intramolecular reactions or fluorescence transfer in vitro (19 Fig. 3 . Although the increase of F with Iloi at fixed extension is intuitively plausible, the radius, pitch, and a of each component phase in the mixed "plecto-noid" state, which we also calculate, are less easy to divine. For lol = 0.02 a large force eliminates all net writhe, the link is entirely twist, and the extension is identical to that of a a = 0 random coil. As F decreases, some of the twist is expelled into a small plectonemic bubble with Icpi -0.08, which grows to -8% of L for a fractional extension of 0.5, at which point the calculation becomes unreliable. We expect the plectoneme phase to vanish entirely as F --0 because a closed loop takes on chiral random coil conformations at this or.
For larger acrl, for example 0.05, when the F = 0 state is plectonemic, a finite force (equivalent to a free energy per length) must be exerted to have any extension at all. As F increases, there is again a tendency to concentrate ca in the plectoneme phase, but now Iapi can exceed 0.12, which we take somewhat arbitrarily to be the point where DNA unbinds. These transitions could also occur whenever DNA is pinned at two locations and subject to twist as in the bacterial nucleoid; thus, extension of the force measurements of Smith et al. (21) to nonzero a should prove interesting.
